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Abundant corals and fishes emerge from the
ancient contours of Arafura Marine Park
Scientists have collected the first fine-scale maps and imagery of reefs and submarine
canyons in the rarely visited Arafura Marine Park, revealing seafloor environments with
surprisingly diverse coral and fish communities.
The survey team from the Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) and Geoscience
Australia returned to Darwin on the weekend after a two-week voyage on RV Solander. The
voyage was supported by the Australian Government’s National Environmental Science
Program Marine Biodiversity Hub.
AIMS Research Program Leader, Dr Karen Miller, said there were vast knowledge gaps in the
northern marine bio-region and this new knowledge would enable Australia to better
understand and protect the universal value of the environment.
“Information from this research voyage will provide critical baseline data to guide the
management and protection of the Arafura Marine Park and sea country,” Dr Miller said.
“This in turn will contribute to sustainable economic opportunities, and provide for the
enjoyment and benefit of this special environment for current and future generations.”
The survey focussed on deep and shallow pockets of reef amid the park’s sediment plains.
These reefs are where invertebrates such as sponges and corals can attach and form habitat
for other marine life.
In the north of the park, at the outer edge of Australia’s continental shelf, the scientists
visited Pillar Bank, part of an ancient river system that began its transformation to ocean
some 14,000 years ago. In the shallow, southern area of the park, they visited Money Shoal,
some 200 km north-east of Darwin.
Both areas were mapped in detail using multibeam sonar, covering a total area of 350
square kilometres. Guided by the new maps, scientists stationed baited cameras on the
seafloor, towed a video camera behind the ship, and sampled the sediments to build
inventories of marine life.
“Before the survey we only had blurry images that hinted at Money Shoal and Pillar Bank,”
said Kim Picard of Geoscience Australia, who led the multibeam mapping. “Now we have
maps at two to three metres resolution and can see so much more detail of the shape of the
seabed, at depths to 200 m.
“On Pillar Bank, for example, we discovered unusual mounds that rise 40 m above the
seabed and have deep scour holes around them, carved out by the strong tidal currents. The
cloudy waters here made it difficult to picture the sponges and other filter feeding
invertebrate communities.”

In the clear and relatively shallow waters of Money Shoal, the team had a clear view of hard
coral and sponge gardens and a diverse range of colourful coral reef fishes and sharks in
water depths of ~15 to ~70 m. In the deeper plain areas surrounding Money Shoal, there are
hints of a relict dune system, hosting unexpectedly diverse communities, and an ancient
river system.
Arafura Marine Park is the northern-most of the 58 Australian Marine Parks situated around
Australia.
The marine park is managed by Parks Australia and protects unique marine habitat while
also providing multiple benefits to Traditional Owners, regional communities and the
economy through permitted sustainable activities.
Indigenous people have been sustainably using and managing sea country in the Arafura
Marine Park for tens of thousands of years with sea country valued for cultural identity,
health and well-being.
More information about Arafura Marine Park is available at:
https://parksaustralia.gov.au/marine/parks/north/arafura/
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Video: Arafura Marine Park Money Shoal tow video credit AIMS_watermark
Details: Tow video imagery of seafloor communities at Money Shoal Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: AIMS
Image: Arafura_MoneyShoal1_grouper_credit_AIMS
Caption: An inquisitive giant Queensland grouper visits a Baited Remote Underwater Video Station in
Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: Australian Institute of Marine Science
Image: Arafura_MoneyShoal_greyreefsharks_credit_AIMS
Caption: Grey Reef sharks were in abundance in some areas of Money Shoal in Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: Australian Institute of Marine Science

Image: Arafura_MoneyShoal_shallowcoralreef_credit_AIMS
Caption: A rich shallow coral reef community with diverse and colourful fish life in Arafura Marine
Park.
Credit: Australian Institute of Marine Science
Image: Arafura_MoneyShoal_richcoralcommunity_credit_AIMS
Caption: Unexpected for the Northern Territory: a rich coral community in crystal clear waters at
Money Shoal in Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: Australian Institute of Marine Science
Image: Arafura_MoneyShoal_3Dbathymetry_credit_GeoscienceAustralia
Caption: A 3D bathymetry map of Money Shoal in Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: Geoscience Australia
Image: Arafura_surveylocations _credit_GeoscienceAustralia
Caption: Survey locations in the Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: Geoscience Australia
Image: Arafura bathymetry - ridges of hard ground 40 above sediment plain credit Geoscience
Australia
Caption: Ridges of hardground that rise 40 m above the surrounding sediment plain at the Pillar Bank
survey site in Arafura Marine Park.
Credit: Geoscience Australia
Image: Pillar_Bank_Bathy_Features credit Geoscience Australia
Caption: High resolution seabed maps of Pillar Bank survey area showing bathymetry data (left
panels) and acoustic backscatter data (right panels) with sample sites. Close-up maps of seabed
features include: (A) An area of raised irregular hardground; (B) Ridges of hardground that rise 40 m
above the surrounding sediment plain; (C) An area of dense pockmarks formed in soft sediment; (D) A
flat-topped platform with deep tidal scour holes at its base. Note: backscatter is a measure of relative
hardness of the seabed, with high backscatter indicating harder seabed (such as rock).
Credit: Geoscience Australia

